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PTC Creo 2.0 and 3.0
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Why use HP Z Workstations for PTC Creo?
• Complimentary technical leadership with HP Z Workstations and PTC Creo.
• Numerous certified, high-performing platforms offering scale and choice.
• HP Z Workstations certified on Creo 2.0 are supported on Creo 3.0 and the next future major release, based on the
PTC N+2 certification policy.

How to select an HP Workstation for PTC Creo
While PTC Creo will run on any HP Workstation configuration, there are several options to consider to optimise the
performance of PTC Creo on the selected HP Workstation. These aspects are described below.
Processor (CPU)
CPU frequency has the greatest influence on Creo Parametric and Simulation performance.
For more demanding workflows such as Creo assembly analysis, simulation, design optimisation, or advanced
rendering, the Intel® Xeon® E5-1630v3 four-core processor1 is recommended. These workflows, as well as designers
who run Creo Simulate or other structural, thermal, or CFD tools in conjunction with Creo Parametric, will benefit
from the additional computing cores and relatively high CPU frequency.
Mobile workstation users will benefit from the Intel® Core™ i7-4710MQ quad-core processor1 available in the HP ZBook
15 G2 and HP ZBook 17 G2 Mobile Workstations.
Memory (RAM)
The Intel® Xeon® E3 and E5 family of processors require Error Correction Code (ECC) memory. ECC identifies and
corrects single-bit memory errors. Single-bit memory errors that occur in high-order bits can have a significant
impact on Creo Parametric and Simulation calculations if gone undetected.
Configure two DIMMs minimum in an HP Z440 Workstation: 2 X 8 GB DDR4 2133 MT/s ECC2
Configure two DIMMS minimum in an HP ZBook Mobile Workstation: 2 X 8 GB DDR3L-1600 SDRAM2
3D graphics processing unit (GPU)
Professional 3D graphics cards and drivers such as NVIDIA® Quadro®, AMD FireProTM, and Intel HD Graphics are
extensively tuned and tested with Creo OpenGL-based rendering. The number of processing cores and the capacity of
onboard discrete graphics card memory significantly influences graphics performance.
Display options
A 16:10 display aspect ratio is most suitable for the Creo user interface. Using two displays allows for separation of 3D
and 2D office tasks.
Local storage (HDD, SSD)
A solid-state drive (SSD) is recommended for optimum performance. SSDs are used for operating system, application,
and short-term live datasets. The high capacity of hard drives (HDDs) are used to store larger archive data.
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Tuning and measuring
HP Performance Advisor
The HP Performance Advisor software further enhances application performance on your workstation by helping you
configure, customise and optimise your system for each new application and driver you install.
Certified graphics drivers and recommended system BIOS settings for PTC Creo + HP Z Workstations are easily
identified and available for download in the HP Performance Advisor application.
The Workstation Monitor feature found in HP Performance Advisor can record system-wide and application-specific
resource utilisation by simply setting up the record function and running your workflows. Once the data is recorded, use the
analyser and playback features to identify resource over-allocation and visualise resource usage over a period of time.
The image below shows the GPU resource usage while running the SPECapc Creo 3.0 benchmark. The green metric
represents the utilisation of the GPU computing cores and the pink metric represents the allocation of discrete GPU
memory. The top plot was captured on a GPU with 1 GB of discrete memory and the bottom plot was captured on a GPU
with 2 GB of discrete memory. HP Performance Advisor will generate a performance alert in both of these cases. Alerts
for both high GPU activity and high GPU memory usage will be generated based on the resource usage found in the top
plot. Application performance is restricted when system resources, such as GPU memory, are over-allocated.

Application settings for enhanced graphics quality
Apply the Creo 3.0 configuration options listed below to enhance graphics quality.
• Edge quality = High
• Shade quality = 6
• Small surfaces = On
• FSAA = 8x
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Resources, contacts or additional links
hp.com/go/workstations

HP Workstations recommended configurations
for running PTC Creo

hp.com/go/hpperformanceadvisor
hp.com/go/workstationfinder
hp.com/go/ptc
hp.com/go/mcad
HP Z440 Workstation
PTC Creo Certified

HP ZBook 15 G3
PTC Creo Certified

HP ZBook 17 G3
PTC Creo Certified

Workflows

Workflows such as Creo
assembly analysis,
simulation, design
optimisation, advanced
rendering, and for
designers who run
Creo Simulate or other
structural, thermal, or CFD
tools in conjunction with
Creo Parametric

The majority of Creo Parametric and Simulation workflows
for both desktop replacement and on-the-go performance

Operating
System4

Windows 10
Professional 64-Bit
downgraded to Windows
7 Professional 64-Bit

Windows 10 Professional
64-Bit

Windows 10 Professional
64-Bit

Processor1

Intel® Xeon® E5-1630 v4
Quad-core processor
3.7/4.0 GHz with Turbo
Boost

Intel® Core™ i7-6700HQ
Quad-core processor
2.5/3.5 GHz with Turbo
Boost

Intel® Core™ i7-6700HQ
Quad-core processor
2.5/3.5 GHz with Turbo
Boost

Memory

16GB (2x8GB) 2400 DDR4

16GB (2x8GB) 2133 DDR4

16GB (2x8GB) 2133 DDR4

Graphics

NVIDIA® Quadro® M4000
(8 GB 4xDP)

NVIDIA® Quadro® M2000M
UHD DreamColor 4K Panel

NVIDIA® Quadro® M3000M
UHD DreamColor 4K Panel

Storage3

HP Z Turbo Drive G2
256 GB PCIe

HP Z Turbo Drive G2
256 GB PCIe

HP Z Turbo Drive G2
256 GB PCIe

Product
Number
(CH)

Y3Y13ES

T7W18ES

T7W19ES

For the most current recommendations, refer to hp.com/go/workstationfinder

Notes
1

2

3

4

Multi-Core is designed to improve performance of certain software products. Not all customers or software applications will necessarily benefit from use of this technology. 64-bit
computing on Intel® architecture requires a computer system with a processor, chipset, BIOS, operating system, device drivers, and applications enabled for Intel® 64 architecture.
Processors will not operate (including 32-bit operation) without an Intel® 64 architecture-enabled BIOS. Performance will vary depending on your hardware and software configurations.
Intel’s numbering is not a measurement of higher performance.
Maximum memory capacities assume Windows 64-bit operating systems or Linux. With Windows 32-bit operating systems, memory above 3 GB may not all be available due to
system resource requirements.
1 GB = 1 billion bytes, TB = 1 trillion bytes. Actual formatted capacity is less. Up to 30 GB of system disk is reserved for system recovery software (for Windows 8).14. Not all
features are available in all editions or versions of Windows 8. Systems may require upgraded and/or separately purchased hardware, drivers and/or software to take full 		
advantage of Windows 8 functionality. See microsoft.com
Not all features are available in all editions of Windows. Systems may require upgraded and/or separately purchased hardware, drivers and/or software to take full advantage of
Windows functionality. See microsoft.com
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